**FPU3000 Series**

Front Panel Upgrade for WPS3000

**An economical way of updating your existing WPS Whelen products to the latest technology is by replacing the electronics.**

Often the speaker array outlasts the electronics. Instead of replacing the entire station, replace just the electronics. All of the latest assembled and tested components are mounted on the swing-out panel and are ready to replace the existing panel. Easy installation at a fraction of the cost of a new product.

**Front Panel Features**
- One rotor control
- Motherboard
- Four Power amplifiers each with 4-100 watt output channels
- ESC2030 electronic controller
- Battery charger
- Pressure sensitive switch pad
- New harnesses

**Front Panel Upgrade Model**
- **FPU3000** - For Model WPS3000, four power amplifiers each with 4-100 watt output channels

**Factory quotation required for all Front Panel Upgrades.**
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“Our Mass Notification Products Speak for Themselves”™